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For Those in-the-know, America is in a steep economic decline, our battles with China, those of overseas investors and the global bank. Let it be known that this is a call for action for those who ARE NOT in-the-know, who need to realize what this means for the average American worker, farmer and other people that are of non-well-to-do backgrounds to to figure out the plans for when the time comes. To most Americans, terms like "Socialism", "Communism", and "Communalism" are dirty words to those
who believe one must disarm for the state to take control. Fear not, for you are not the ones to worry. Its the urbanite, rich snobs who work off your hard earned labor and profit at your expense when you should well know that starving the beast, for personal and family liberty is your best friend.

To begin, we shall tackle the issues at hand that have put many of you into hardship, loss of family, loss of jobs, and loss of community security. Your small towns are seen as pittance for those seeking outsourcing your jobs to outsiders who will work for less and you will be left stranded, without a home, without a country or worse yet, dead. You must fight for every last penny you earn and sometimes, your boss or employer must be starved of his profits so that you can earn a better life. You are not your boss' lackey nor friend, you are the breadbasket of this country, you are the last white men, the bearers of American society you claim to love. If you love your country so much, continue reading on. Lest you suffer from your life being taken for granted because you are seen as a statistic on your employers' record.

Chapter I:

After the death of Mao-Zedong, Lin Biao was appointed as a transitionary officer to the new government of China, seen as a Feudal Socialist, or Feudal Fascist, he
maintained order in times of transition so as to not upset the balance of the Republic, though as only a leftist on economics myself, very hardline right on social issues, an idea that would seem foreign to those in the West, bear with me here.

Many Socialist states always had transitionary powers as to keep order on things before a new leader was chosen to lead their reich, but how does one do such a thing when your country is high on liberalism? Well to start, those areas of the country are merely hub centers of American globalism and traffic and those seeking a better life, as Robert E. Lee did before the civil war, he propositioned to separate the country from the rest as to establish his own governance that would not interfere with the governance of the North, of course this was disastrous as war broke out anyways.

The middle American states, seen as the breadbasket of this country, has always been a source of domestic produce for the American peoples. So, let’s trim the fat off the sides. To start, California is losing ground to hordes of migrants inosasmuch that the more conservative citizens are leaving in droves, allowing for a full-blown Mexican invasion, without the West coast, America loses one of its cultural hubs, and will assimilate, if by force into Mexico. Since there is a water crisis there and many forest fires, anyone east of there must refrain from helping them out and striking as workers to not help the citizens in need for they chose their own fate to bow to the false god of democracy. Your government can’t afford to pay you enough as the Heartland to care for those that enroach on your personal liberty, so until enough suffering passes through the currents they must learn their lessons and know quite well as rich people, that they had it good until the after-effects of liberalism and capitalism enroached their values. the government can strike at any time, so be prepared. Always look around you for potential scabs and use your 2nd amendment right, for all intents and purposes this is what your government gave you that right for, and shoot to injure, not to kill and make sure they know you mean business. For in America we also have what is called states’ rights. Use that to your advantage.

Now what to do with the east coast, you say? Most in Washington will have to use their powers to figure out what to do with you so always maintain communications with your easternmost brethren, the liberal enclaves of New England can be picked off as journalists can be given a blockade as to not pass through. Likely they will try and outsource their labor to migrants, leaving the East coast to struggle with those who have lost their jobs, despite union management, that the government no longer cares.
and they will be forced to join us but they must be given an ultimatum that we provide their food, and if they lament being ordered around by a bunch of "Podunk rednecks" we can starve them just as easily if they do not obey as subordinates. Moving on...

Chapter II:

The Narodniks faced similar issues during the Russian Revolution as to give rural folks the reality of their exploitation. Needn't it be said that in the U.S. anyone needs to talked down to, considering I am a middle American of lower class status myself, not college educated. One of the main problems in America from upper middle class miscreants is that many complain about college debt but never realize that some never got that right because they were underpaid or just poor by birth. The same people that placate minorities and love Bernie Sanders would often castigate those in the rural American enclaves as being backwards or "retarded". This is immense classism on a grand scale as we should not give a time of day to these idiots who would talk down to the very people that provide them with better quality food & produce that is not only natural and organic and homegrown just because most of us are white.

Since most Millenials are bluepilled simpletons that do not realize that open borders and socialism work, nor do as some redpill types believe that Nationalism and Libertarianism are somehow compatible, lest you be called an actual Nazi, pay no mind to the institutions that deem you as people deserving of slaughter. Seung Ho-Cho, the Virginia tech shooter, did not kill anyone of pertinent value considering most saw him as a privilege Asian idiot who got everything handed to him, yet suffered from social
alienation as a result of the Gramscian nature of college institutions, The only solution is that any attack against higher education, either through independent media, or shall I say, violence is completely justified. Many of these institutions want to tear down the monuments of those who created a country based on the values of America’s heartland and do this out of arrogance and penis envy that they will never amount to much except a job as a Barista in a coffee house environment so they can be assholes to those who are not of their class even though they have accomplished little. The system is mostly rigged for jobs requiring one to have a college degree to work at, even at the lowest level of labor so they can feel a false sense of superiority towards those who are unemployed lower class whites. When people do acts of violence towards corporate environments I can only laugh but sometimes I get the impression they are not targeting the right people and only hitting bystanders. Though I digress, its not that I advocate violence towards institutions of societal imprisonment of the structure of capital, I just find a lot of darkly humorous that society’s downfall has brought America to this point. In the next chapter I shall discuss a lot of the religious implications of end time prophecy as I have before and also might make some points that average middle Americans might find a bit hard to digest.

Chapter III:
Most people who say "Jesus was a socialist" are mostly liberals, those that say he was "A Jew" are mostly neoconservatives. The problem lies in the fact that middle Americans often get things mixed up over the truth of the matter. As one myself I often wonder why Liberals will say this when the very system they support would never support someone like them being the fact that Jesus chased the money changers out of his Father's house for practicing the worship of money instead of the worship of God. Most of these liberals are oftentimes, but not always, rich, privileged snobs who would rather spit on the poor than advocate for them because we have a problem here where if people have it all, they don't need any sort of revolution and will talk the talk but not walk the walk and its assumed there are just doing it to be edgy. Conversely, no one is more dangerous than the poor middle class or working or peasant class man who lost his family and home because his boss told him to pack his belongings and leave. When you have nothing to lose, you have everything to gain.

The issue with the Jesus being a jew concept is that he might have been by birth but absolved himself of their culture as the messiah, a concept that was predicted by Plato in the era of Greek old age history. Time and time again, he spent most of his time with the poor when the Jews of his time would scoff at such a notion preferring to spend time with nobility and the worship of cash exchanges. Jesus might have been a jew, but behave like one he did not, as time raged on God would grow increasingly tired of them going back to their old ways and the only reason they self-prophesize as God's chosen people is because they are deluded into believing that God never lost his patience with them. God is slow to anger but eventually, since God's time is not ours, it is clear he did since even the ones who inhabit the place of Jesus now are engaging in some of the worst sins imaginable, As far as I know most of the birthrates of Israel are mostly from non-Jews because places like Tel-Aviv are pillars of sodom, at least nowadays. This might be hard for some to digest but bear with me, I was born in the heartland and raised here, I read the bible a lot as a child, and I am not perfect and I too, once lost my way, through the empiricism of atheist scientism I eventually came back. But most people who return to God, tend to go for post-reformation Christianity whereas I was led towards a more traditional path. For its not work ethic as worship but rather good deeds as worship, not faith alone but faith and works, for even with Socialist principles, one can do charity with a strong state aiding the rest, a combination that is preferable to either full blown communism or a total market economy.
Chapter IV:

Some of my readers may not be Christian, be it known that Nietzsche was against Emricism and was not an atheist, agnostic in the religious sense he might have been but never was one who celebrated the death of God, as it was a lament of his death, not a celebration. Many pagans and non-Christian religious types have their own set of principles but one can see those of say, Zoroastrianism, Tengriism, Islam, Buddhism, Taoism, and many other folk religions must and should make peace with the Christians as any anti-Emricist thought and a strive towards heavenly unity must be achieved against the pillars of sodom, such as Godlessness and Jewry, for as I said in my treatise on my essay on Perennialism, councils of religious unions should drive an empire to be free of self and sin, to make sure that if America does fall, a new, post-America can be established above the ruins so as to keep, as we are a multi-ethnic enclave, a mutual union of aid and charity, though I would contest that any sort of this from above must be maintained with strong autarky and a separation from the outside world as we have seen previously that sticking our fingers into the international pie has caused much grief for the rest of the world and it would better off, sans Wall Street or Hollywood, a return to a more agrarian, farm based communalist life would be probably for the best. Many would point to Ocalan and Bookchin for these ideas but they had it wrong when they believed that such societies can exist without a strong
state apparatus or a culture unifying the confederation would somehow work, if we
cannot base our country on ethnic lines we still have the advantage of using religion in
its place but not because we’re trying to use it as a means to an end but to keep the
nation spiritual and connected to the soil without engaging in drugery of using the
God/God’s as our slaves, for we might anger them and it may work against our state.

As far as the usage of strong state and military apparatus, everyone knows that a
confederation without law & order and too much liberty can turn a country upside
down. this does not mean the average citizen cannot be armed, for all reasons it would
be detrimental for any citizen to give up any personal liberty for a state that is well
intentioned on enforcing that you are allowed to be free, it would mostly be used
internally to make sure nobody tries and sells us out. we are not a country to be bought
and sold, we are post-Americans.

Epilogue

Many of my readers will know that I do this because I enjoy writing and providing
ideas for people that in times of great strife such as these need something to inspire
them to action, however I do not condone extreme violence for the sake of violence, for
me, at least there must be a spiritual or economic reason as to undertake such a deed
and be done in times of great emergency. we are headed for dark times and I hope you will take what you have learned and applied it accordingly. Take care

- J.